INTRODUCTION
This paper proposes a computational model for checking the grammatical syntactic level mistakes in Urdu declarative sentences. The research brings forward a two pass parsing approach used by the computational model.
In two pass parsing approach, a sentence is first parsed on basic PSG rules and upon failure, Movement Rules are applied to convert it to a desired correct form. After conversion the sentence is reparsed to check for errors.
The computational model first identifies grammatical and sentence structure mistakes in an Urdu input. If the sentence is erroneous, then all possible suggestions for correction are given. Grammatical error is the gender, number or case disagreement between two Parts of Speech(POS) e.g. " ‫اچ‬ ‫ی‬ " and " ‫ل‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ " have gender disagreement i.e. " ‫اچ‬ ‫ی‬ " is a feminine form of adjective and " ‫ل‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ " is a masculine form of noun. The appropriate correction for this gender mismatch is " ‫اچ‬ ‫ا‬ ", which is the masculine form of adjective. Syntactic error is the wrong sentence structure error e.g. " ‫ﮐرﺳﯽ‬ ‫اچ‬ ‫ل‬ ‫ﭘر‬ ‫ی‬ ‫ﺑﯽ‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ ‫ا‬ " is structurally wrong.. The suggestion will be to correct the placement of adjective " ‫اچ‬ ‫ی‬ ".
The paper also discusses the architecture of a grammar checker, which includes Tokenzier, POS Tagger, Parser and Error Correction and Suggestion (ECSM) modules. All these modules are explained in detail with the help of a case study.
SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS OF URDU

Urdu Syntax
In an effort to check the grammaticality of a sentence, it is important to know the syntactic behavior of the language. The scope of this study is limited to declarative sentences. Declarative sentence is the normal sentence showing positive tone. Sentences showing command, request or interrogation are not catered. The order of language is also determined by the sequence of subject, object and verb (SOV) in simple declarative sentences [3] .
Urdu language is comparatively more complex than some other languages. Following are some complexities encountered in doing syntactic analysis of Urdu.
Parts of Speech carrying gender
Urdu exhibits gender agreement e.g. the word " ‫ﮐﺗﺎب‬ "has gender 'Masculine' and number 'Singular'. On the contrary, in English, noun only contains number e.g. the same word in English, 'book' has only got the number as 'Singular'. Similarly degree, adjective, possessive, nouns, main verbs, auxiliary verbs, all agree gender property in Urdu [3] .
Noun phrase (NP) is always the main constituent of the sentence. In case of gender/ number disagreement between noun phrase and other constituents, noun phrase is given more weight-age and other constituents are changed accordingly. For example if native speakers of Urdu are asked to correct the sentence " ‫ل‬ ‫ﺑﻲ‬ ‫ﮐﯽ‬ ‫ا‬ ", they'll intuitively suggest "
Word Ambiguity
Some words in Urdu are ambiguous as they can be assigned more than one part of speech e.g. " ‫ک‬ ‫اﻧﺎ‬ "can be used both as noun and verb.
Multiple structures for the same sentence
In Urdu some POS has the flexibility to occur at varied locations thus creating multiple structures for the sentence having exactly the same POS e.g. displacement of adjective " ‫اچ‬ ‫ا‬ " in the sentence " ‫ل‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ ‫اچ‬ ‫ا‬ " to make the sentence "
‫ل‬ ‫ﮐﺎاچ‬ ‫ا‬
" makes a perfectly grammatical sentence. But this shift of adjective after the noun has caused a change in the structure of sentence thus making multiple structures for the same sentence.
‫ن‬ ‫،ﮐو،‬ ‫ﻣﻲ‬
) which acts as a connector between noun and other parts of speech. The addition of Case marker to noun adds to the variation of gender and number to noun. Hence noun form with Case marker is different from the one without it e.g. the word " ‫ل‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ "
has the following variation. 
Varied forms of number
In Urdu, one singular form of a word might have two words mapping to its plural form e.g. the plural forms of word ‫"ﮐﺗﺎب"‬ are ‫ﮐﺗب"‬ " and " ‫ﮐﺗﺎﺑﻲ‬ ".
Grammatical Errors
The grammatical errors to be checked for syntactic level mistakes are gender, number and case disagreement.
Gender Disagreement
It is the mismatch of gender between two words. Gender value can be Masculine (M), Feminine (F) and Neutral (N). Neutral gender is used in case when the particular POS is used for both masculine and feminine form e.g. the preposition " ‫ﻣﻲ‬ " is used with both M and F form of noun, hence its gender is N..
Number Disagreement
This disagreement occurs when the numbers of two words are not the same. Number can be Singular (S), Plural (P) or Neutral (N). Neutral is assigned to those POS which occurs both as singular and plural e.g. noun " ‫ش‬ ‫ر‬ ".
Case Disagreement
Case marker is a special POS which only occurs with noun as a connector. There are particular forms of a noun which can occur with Case marker, see table 1. If a noun form, which is not permissible, occurs with Case marker, case mismatch error is identified e.g. "
‫ل‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ ‫ن‬
" has case disagreement, as " ‫ل‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ " and " ‫ن‬ " cannot come together [3] . Based on the above information, following grammatical errors have been found in Urdu syntax.
Noun and Adjective Disagreement
Given below are some disagreements that occur between noun and Adjective. 
Number Disagreement
Noun and Case marker Disagreement
Given below is a disagreement that occurs between noun and Case marker.
Case Disagreement
" ‫ل‬ ‫ﮐ‬ ‫ﮐو‬ ‫ﺎ‬ "
Noun and Quantifier Disagreement
Here are some disagreements that occur between noun and Quantifier.
Number Disagreement Noun with Case marker: "
‫ل‬ ‫اﻳک‬ ‫ل‬ ‫اور‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ ‫ﮐﯽ‬ ‫"ﮐو‬ Noun without Case marker:
Noun and Possessive Disagreement
Here are some disagreements that occur between noun and possessive. 
Number Disagreement
Adjective and Degree Disagreement
Given below are some disagreements that occur between Adjective and Degree.
Number Disagreement
" ‫اچ‬ ‫اﺗﻧﺎ‬ ‫ل‬ ‫ک‬ " Gender Disagreement " ‫اچ‬ ‫اﺗﻧﯽ‬ ‫ل‬ ‫ا‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ "
Disagreement between two Adjectives
Following are the disagreements between two adjectives. 
Number Disagreement
Structural Errors
Structural errors occur when the words are not in the desired sequence or there is some constituent missing [4] . There are numerous possibilities for structural errors in Urdu, some such errors are discusses below:
Verb Phrase(VP) missing
A declarative sentence with out a VP is incorrect. For example, " ‫اچ‬ ‫اﻳک‬ ‫ل‬ ‫ا‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ " has no VP.
Main Verb missing after Case marker
If a sentence contains a Case marker then it must also contain main verb e.g. " ‫ل‬ ‫اﻳک‬ ‫ک‬ ‫ن‬ "has a Case marker but there is no main verb.
Misplaced Adjective Phrase (AP)
Sometimes adjectives are not occurring at the desired place. This generates a structural error where sequence of words is invalid e.g. in " ‫ل‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ ‫اچ‬ ‫ﮐرﺳﯽ‬ ‫ﭘر‬ ‫ی‬ ‫ﺑﻲ‬ ‫ا‬ ", adjective " ‫اچ‬ ‫ی‬ " should be placed before " ‫ﮐرﺳﯽ‬ ".
Noun missing
In a sentence Case marker should not be followed immediately by a possessive. If such a situation occurs then it implies that there is a noun missing between Case marker and possessive. For example in the sentence, " ‫ل‬ ‫ک‬ ‫ن‬ ‫ﮐرﺳﯽ‬ ‫ﮐﯽ‬ "a noun should be placed between Case marker " ‫ن‬ "and possessive ‫."ﮐﯽ"‬
MODELED PHRASE STRUCTURE GRAMMAR RULES
Structure analysis of a sentence can be done using various methods. The simplest and most commonly used is the method of phrase structure analysis [1] .
Phrases structure analysis results in development of Phrase Structure Grammar (PSG) Rules, which are used for parsing a sentence. Right hand side of the rules consists of one or more terminals or non-terminals but left hand side is always a non-terminal [1] .
Every sentence should finally reduce to sentence (S). S should always divide into NP and IP. NP is the noun phrase while IP is the inflection phrase which contains Verb Phrase (containing main verb as head) and auxiliary verbs.
Following are some basic PSG grammar rules of Urdu syntax. 
Non-Terminal rules
‫اچ‬ ‫ل‬ ‫ا‬ ‫ﺑﻲ‬ ‫ﭘر‬ ‫ﮐرﺳﯽ‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ ‫ا‬
"is parsed on the above grammar, following phrasal division will be made:
TWO PASS PARSING
Why Two Pass Parsing?
It is impossible to reckon the number of sentences in any language by simply listing the sentence structure of each and every one of them. Some generalization is needed to cover the syntax of a language in reasonable depth. The major problem with phrase structure analysis is that it doesn't give any generalization. Even two sentences with exactly the same constituents but a little varied structure is analyzed using separate rules (as mentioned above in 2.2.3).
Hence generalization in phrase structure analysis is achieved by introducing movement approach. Movement helps in reducing the number of phrase structure rules needed to represent the same sentence with a different sentence structure. These additions of movements introduce a second pass, in which the restructured sentence is parsed again.
Another way to achieve generalization is transformation approach. But unlike phrase structure analysis, it is computationally more complex. Besides this, transformation approach requires semantic information but our research is basically done at syntactic level. Movement approach helps to reduce grammar rules just like transformational approach without going into semantic details of the sentence.
Generalization through movement approach
Movement approach is introduced to add generalization to phrase structure analysis. Grammar rules have been made for the assumed base sentence structures and all other sentences are derived from the base structure through movement. Hence if a sentence is not in its base form, the parsing in first pass, which is done on base structure grammar rules, fails. Then the movement rules are applied to restructure the sentence into its base form for parsing in second pass. If none of the transformation rules are applicable to the structure, then this means that the sentence structure is wrong and hence it is an erroneous entry [2] .
PSG rules actually form the base structure. Hence if any sentence digresses from this base structure, it is not parsed. As shown in the PSG rules, parsing is successful only when the constituent finally ends up in sentence (S). S can be formed only if the eventual constituents left to be reduced are NP and IP.
This leads to applying movements to convert the sentence to its base form. Following are the two movements identified till yet.
PP Movement
If the final constituents left to be reduced include PP as the first constituent, then the sentence is never reduced to S. Hence movement is required. The movement rule replaces PP with the first NP it encounters in the sentence at the same level. If the following sentence is parsed on base structure PSG rules, parsing initially fails and PP movements are applied to the sentence. ] 
‫پ‬ ‫ا‬
GRAMMAR CHECKER
Architectural Diagram
The computational model for Grammar Checker consists of four major modules, as shown in Figure 1 . A brief description of each one of these modules is given below [5] . There is a possibility that there are words in the input text that have more than one set of morphosyntactic information attached to them. This creates serious ambiguity which is resolved by passing such words to the Morphological Disambiguator.
Morphological Disambiguator
The core functionality of this module is to remove the ambiguities that arise when there is more than one set of morpho-syntactic information retrieved for a word e.g. the word can be used both as a noun and a verb. In such cases the Morphological Disambiguator selects the best and the most probable morpho-syntactic information of input word. For example, the tokenized word passed on to the Morphological Classifier was " ‫ﮔﺎ‬ ". In Urdu the word " ‫ﮔﺎ‬ " is used both as a noun (for cow) and as a verb (for singing), so Morphological Classifier will return two sets of morpho-syntactic information. Now it is responsibility of Morphological Disambiguator to select one of them keeping in view the context of the input sentence. The other morphosyntactic information is discarded.
This removal of ambiguity can be done by using numerous approaches e.g. Rule based system, Neural Networks, Stochastic and probabilistic techniques etc.
POS Guesser
POS (Part of Speech) Guesser, as it is obvious from the name, is used to guess a POS for words that are not known to the lexicon. This phase will be skipped if there are no unknown words in the tokenized text. Sometimes there are proper nouns in the input text which are usually not stored in lexicon. In case of such scenarios it is the responsibility of the POS Guesser to try and find out the POS. For example, in sentence "
‫ﺑﯽ‬ ‫اﺳﻠم‬ ‫ا‬
" lexicon will return morpho-syntactic information for " ‫ﺑﯽ‬ ‫ا‬ " and " ", but the word ‫"اﺳﻠم"‬ is unknown to the lexicon as it is name of a person. Here POS Guesser can guess the POS for ‫"اﺳﻠم"‬ by analyzing the words occurring before and after it. In above example it might consider that verb " ‫ﺑﯽ‬ ‫ا‬ " needs a subject, which is necessarily a noun. So it will assign "noun" as POS to ‫."اﺳﻠم"‬ More sophisticated Guesser can also make decisions even about gender and number quite accurately. POS Guesser now passes on the tokenized text, along with the morpho-syntactic information attached with each token, to Tag Setter.
Tag Setter
After removing, maximum possible ambiguities and guessing unknown words the tokenized text along with their morpho-syntactic information is passed to Tag Setter. Each tokenized word is now assigned an appropriate POS-tag based on its morpho-syntactic information.
For example, input text was: "
The tagged text will be: ‫/ﮔﺎ‬av ‫ﮔﺎ‬ /mv ‫‪/nn‬ﮔﺎﻧﺎ‬ ‫ل‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ /nn
Parser
POS-Tags assigned by the pervious modules will now be fed to the parser as terminal nodes for the parse tree. This module parses the POS-tags on the PSG rules loaded from the file. It will generate a correct parse tree if there were no structural errors in the input sentence. Grammatical errors cannot be checked using the grammar alone. For identifying the grammatical error, control is given to the next module which is Error Correction and Suggestion Module (ECSM). In case of a unsuccessful parsing control is also passed to ECSM to carry out movements or to suggest correction.
Error Checking and Suggestion Module
The Error Checking and Suggestion Module (ECSM) works side by side with the Parser. The basic purpose of this module is to check errors and give suggestions for corrections. Parser passes control to this module in three scenarios:
1. Checking Grammatical Error: In this scenario parser passes the control whenever a phrase structure rule is fired that also demands firing of an agreement error rule. Error rules are fired in order to check agreements between two words/phrases. If an agreement error rule is fired successfully then this means that there exists a disagreement. In such cases the ECSM consults the lexicon to suggest a correction for the error. For example the sentence is "
‫ل‬ ‫ﺑﯽ‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ ‫ی‬
". Here there is a gender disagreement between masculine noun (subject) " ‫ل‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ " and feminine verb " ‫ﺑﯽ‬ ‫ی‬ ".
The ECSM will consult the lexicon and will look for a masculine verb having the same root as " ‫ﺑﯽ‬ ‫ی‬ ". The suggested correction from the lexicon will be the verb " ‫ﺑﯽ‬ ‫ا‬ ".
Movements for Second Pass:
In this scenario control is passed to ECSM by the parser when parsing fails on a specific sentence and movement rules can be applied on it. After applying the movement rules the transformed sentence (base form sentence) is again fed to the parser for second pass. For example the input sentence "
‫ل‬ ‫ﭘر‬ ‫ﮐرﺳﯽ‬ ‫ﺑﯽ‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ ‫ا‬ " fails to parse on the first pass. Then the Prepositional Phrase (PP) movement rule is applied to it and the sentence will be transformed into " ‫ﺑﯽ‬ ‫ﭘر‬ ‫ﮐرﺳﯽ‬ ‫ا‬ ‫ل‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ " and parsed again.
Structural Error:
In this scenario control is passed whenever there is a structural error in a sentence and no movement rules could be applied. This indicates that the sentence was structurally incorrect. For example " ‫ل‬ ‫ﮐﺎ‬ ‫ت‬ ‫ا‬ ‫ﺑﯽ‬ ‫ا‬ " has structural error. So the ECSM will give "Auxiliary Verb not in Place" as suggestion to correct this structural error.
CASE STUDY
In this section we will take an example sentence and will pass it through all the phases of Grammar Checker.
Input Sentence:
" ‫ﮐﻣر‬ ‫ﻣﯽ‬ ‫ک‬ ‫اﺳﻠم‬ ‫ک‬ ‫اﻧﺎ‬ ‫اﺗﯽ‬ "
Tokenizer
The input sentence will be tokenized and each word will be uniquely identified. In all, Tokenizer will generate seven tokens. Six tokens will be for words and one token for sentence delimiter.
POS-Tagger
The tokenized text will be passed to the POS-Tagger which will assign POS-Tags depending upon the morpho-syntactic information for each word.
Morphological Classifier
Morphological classifier will pass the tokenized text to Lexicon, in order to get morpho-syntactic information for each word. Result set for each word will be as under: No morpho-syntactic information is available for "
‫,"اﺳﻠم‬ this is an unknown word.
Two sets of morpho-syntactic information will be available for " ‫ک‬ ‫اﻧﺎ‬ ", as it is both a noun and a verb. The sets returned will be: 
Morphological Disambiguator
The information extracted by Morphological Classifier is ambiguous as there is more than one set of morpho-syntactic information for the word " ‫ک‬ ‫اﻧﺎ‬ ", one as a noun and other as a verb. Morphological Disambiguator shall now select one set of morphosyntactic information based on the context in which the word is used.
